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SEE HOW FAILED LEDs LOOK:

LED

Failed LED

LED

Retail plazas in Stoney Creek, ON: Newer
white LEDs juxtaposed with LEDs of the
same age that have ‘colourshifted’.

COLOURSHIFT:
You won’t see it on the spec sheet
&
It’s not covered in partial warranties
Beware considering cheap LED - SHIFT HAPPENS.

From office lights to security lights to street lights,
LEDs are failing by colourshift long before they burn out
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RATED LIFE:
Think a spec sheet will tell you how long an LED will last?
You could be in for a big surprise
Rated life testing of LED luminaires does not exist.
Period.

No matter what it’s called on the spec sheet…

…it will not tell you how long the fixture will last

WARRANTY:
Have you read the fine print?

Shell gas station
Guelph, ON

(wasn’t covered in the warranty)

“LED Lighting is supposed to last a long time like 100,000 hours, right?” THINK again.
Many LED owners discover that’s only true on paper - in reality it’s not the case, and that’s by design.

“My new LED lights come with a 10-year warranty so either way I’m covered, right?” THINK again.
The truth is, LED warranties are typically full of holes and fine print meant to cover the manufacturer, not you. Lumen
degradation coverage probably won’t be found in the legalese of the warranty. Same for the LED driver, which is half
of the light after all, and will probably fail long before the LED chips. And what if the crisp, white light from your shiny
new LED turns green or brown? No coverage there unfortunately.

To truly protect your investment in LED lighting, demand a true Performance Warranty

COMPARE YOUR COVERAGE:
Coverage

Consumable LED
Partial Warranty

Standard 10-year build quality
(+ limited LED chip coverage)

LED driver
Lumen degradation
Colourshift
One point contact
Insured labour option

-

Performance Warranty

REFERENCES:
Hear it direct from the lighting industry
The [market] has run amok with LED luminaires hampered by invalid
[rated life] claims that are statistically dubious at best, fraudulent at
worst and… everyone is at fault for the looming customer
disappointment.
- Your Products Are Overrated, Illuminating Engineering Society (IES)

The reliability of the complete luminaire depends on
many failure mechanisms beyond the LED
component level, including drive circuitry and any
secondary optical components.
- PS-10-18: IES Position on LED Product Lifetime Prediction, Illuminating
Engineerig Society (IES)

While the lifetime of an LED
source is one important
indicator of LED luminaire
life, it would be misleading to
rate the entire LED luminaire
based solely on the LED
source.
- LED Luminaire Reliability, LED Systems
Reliability Consortium, USDOE

This,phoney
competition to best the
other guy’s statistically
invalid exaggeration of
a life claim has been
going on for years.
- Your Products Are Overrated,
Illuminating Engineering Society
(IES)

The light output may
continuously fade or the
color may slowly shift,
possibly to the point
where low light output or
an unacceptably large
color change constitutes
practical failure.
- LED Luminaire Lifetime Guide, LED
Systems Reliability Consortium, USDOE

A whole lot of manufacturers are doing what their competitor
does while knowing full well that it’s wrong.
- LED Lifetime Claims Need A Reality Check, LEDs Magazine

Many companies… are
clearly attempting to
profit
from
the
uninformed and underinformed.
- LED Lifetime Claims Need A
Reality Check, LEDs Magazine

Early sales claims
by some that LED
products are installand-forget devices
have been proven
false.
- Maintenance Just As Important
for LEDs, LD+A IES Magazine

“The IES does not support the use of LED lumen
maintenance life as the sole metric for determining
solid-state luminaire lifetimes.”
- IES Position on LED Product Lifetime Prediction, Illuminating Engineering Society (IES)

